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Abstract: In this study, we consider the simple but typical artificial stock market model proposed by LeBaron, B. et al.: each 

trader makes decision by maximizing the same utility function. We constructed a multi-agents artificial market model and 

investigated the effect of control traders among traders on price shock transfer from one asset to the whole market. The model is 

composed of two sorts of asset: price stocks and its underlying stocks. Our simulation featured two types of agent: control trader 

and ordinary traders. Control trader, who owns enough wealth, can intervene in the trading behavior of the group by applying the 

trading rule: trade when the stock price deviates from preset value. The traders in the artificial stock market reproduce their 

stylized facts related mainly to information asymmetry and herd behavior, which reduces the volatility of the stock market. The 

implications for market rules are discussed. From simulations of various trading strategies of control traders, we found the stock 

price can be controlled by control traders with certain strategies. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

method. 
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1. Introduction 

Artificial stock markets are models of real stock markets, 

designed with the aim to study market dynamics. In 

agent-based artificial stock markets agents are used to 

represent traders on a market. The idea to use intelligent 

agents for studying market dynamics originates from the 

agent-based computational economics approach, the 

computational study of economies modeled as evolving 

systems of autonomous interacting agents [1]. Since there is a 

large variety of real stock markets and trading strategies, 

researchers have proposed different frameworks which can be 

configured to support multiple artificial stock markets [2-6]. 

Kovaleva and Iori highlight that endogenous restriction of 

displayed quote depth, by means of iceberg orders, improve 

liquidity, moderate volatility, balance the limit order-book and 

enhance price [7]. Cowboying stock market herds with robot 

traders is dicussed [8] Computer simulation technology is 

used to obtain micro-interpretation behind macroscopic 

heteromorphism of financial market, creating a new field of 

experimental finance discovery [9]. Investment and output at 

the firm level are affected by individual net worth in the 

presence of a financial friction [10]. Xu et al. studied multiple 

assets with spot-futures arbitrageurs in an attempt to 

reproduce the statistical properties of real Chinese markets 

[11]. Takuma Torii et al. constructed a multi-asset artificial 

market model and investigated the effect of arbitrage trading 

among multiple assets on price shock transfer from one asset 

to the whole market [12]. Wang and Wang showed a stochastic 

time effective function neural network with principal 

component analysis for time series prediction [13]. Scholars 

are using some methods which were not common earlier, for 

instance text-mining was also used in stock prediction 

problem [14]. 

Clustering of volatility and fat tails of returns distributions 

are stylized facts of real markets. Furthermore, bubble is a 

mainly characteristic in most markets owning to speculator’s 

non-rationable investment, which is disgusted by ordinary 

traders (OT). How to avoid more bubble in the market? Some 

tactics, such as enhancement of transaction tax and interest 
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rate of bank, have been used. Contrary, it’s important to 

arouse the investment desire in the pessimistic market 

condition. 

Soft control, proposed by Hanjing etc [15], has been 

applied to collective behavior of mul-agents.  

In mul-agents systems, one way of the control can be 

achieved by using some leader agents. We differentiate 

between two classes of leader-controlled swarms models. One 

is called the apparent leader, the other is called the hidden 

leaders. The distinction lies in whether the leader agents can 

be identified by other agents in swarms. Hidden leader agents 

are more protected than apparent leaders. 

In apparent leaders case, all ordinary agents must know 

the presence of the leader agents. Accordingly, the 

dynamics of the ordinary agents must incorporate the role 

of the leader agents. The result is a heterogeneous swarm, 

where ordinary agents simultaneously follow their 

dynamics. The leader agents influence the dynamics of 

ordinary agents. Therefore, by controlling the leader agents, 

we can control the warms. 
In hidden case, some leaders infiltrated into the 

mul-agents system. The infiltrated agents, who called shill 
agents, are recognized by the other agents as ordinary 
agents. The mul-agents system is controlled by adjusting 
the dynamics of these shill agents. Because the ordinary 
agents are not aware of being infiltrated, we call this type of 
control as soft control. The influence of the shill agents is 
not explicitly included in the dynamic of each agent. Shills 
control the other agents only by taking advantage of the 
agents’ interactions [16]. 

In this paper, soft control is used to stabilize the stock 

market. A way to control the market without changing the 

rules of the existing traders is to add one (or a few) special 

trader which can be controlled. Therefore its behavior does not 

necessarily obey the rules as the ordinary traders do. The 

special trader is the only controlled part of the system. We call 

the special trader as control trader (CT). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: an artificial 

stock market model with control traders is proposed in section 

2, including architecture of market, evolution algorithm, 

control strategy. Section 3 is some cases for soft control in 

artificial stock market. Some concluding remarks are given in 

Section 4. 

2. Soft Control on Artificial Stock Market  

Artificial stock markets are models design to capture 

essential properties of real stock markets in order to 

reproduce, analyze or understand market dynamics with 

computational experiments [17]. Since the first artificial 

stock market was developed in the early nineties at the 

Santa-Fe Institute [18]. A good and recent overview of ASMs 

can be found in [19]. 

2.1. Market Architecture 

In this section, we plan to propose a new architecture. This 

architecture rests on CT to interact with OT, which we think is 

a key to stabilize market.  

Figure1 gives the market architecture represented. The left 

of Figure 1 is the market as a single object. At the right of 

Figure1, it is a population of interacting heterogeneous agents 

including CT. We define ith trader’s neighbors who directly 

interact with ith trader. In the neighborhood, the information 

(knowledge) about the market is openly distributed among all 

traders. Nothing is kept secret. CT acts the same strategy as 

OTs to make decision before they accept new control 

command. But, once instructions are obtained, control traders 

will use particular tactics to achieve expected result. 

 

Figure 1. Artificial stock market architecture with control traders. 

A single risky asset is considered in the market. A trader can 

divide his/her wealth between this risky asset and a riskless 

asset (“cash”). At each period a trader takes a position 

(buy/sell/hold). Shares are bought in fixed size lots of one 

share. 

Resources are finite and hence traders have portfolio limits 

associated with either zero cash or zero stock. Short selling is 

not permitted.  

The Santa Fe Artificial Stock Market, as described in [20], 

served as a starting point for the model described in this paper. 

In their model, financial agents are recursive in nature as they 

form beliefs and expectations about the market on the basis of 

what they believe will be the other agents’ expectations. A 

constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility function is 

recommended, 

)Wexp()W(U t,it,i λ−−=              (1) 

where Wi, t is the wealth of trader i at time period t, and λ  is 

the degree of relative risk aversion. At each point in time, each 

trader has two ways to keep her wealth, 

Wi, t=Mi, t+Pthi, t               (2) 

where Mi, t and hi, t denotes the money and shares of the stock 
held by trader i at time t. Given this portfolio (Mi, t, hi, t), a 
trader’s total wealth Wi, t+1 is thus 

)()1( 11,,1, +++ +++= tttititi DPhMrW       (3) 

where Pt is the price of the stock at t and tD  is per-share cash 

dividends paid by the companies issuing the stocks. tD  can 

follow a stochastic process not known to traders. r  is the 
riskless interest rate.  
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))IWexp((E))W(U(E t,i1t,i1t,it,i ++ λ−−=       (4) 

where )(E t,i ⋅  is the expected utility function of trader i  

regarding the conditional expectation at 1t +  given his 

information up to t  ( the information set t,iI ), which will 

be to myopically maximize the one period. 
It is well known that under CARA utility and Gaussian 

distribution for forecasts, trader i's desire demand, 
*

1t,ih + , for 

holding shares of risky asset is linear in the expected excess 
return: 

2
t,i

t1t1tt,i*
t,i

P)r1()DP(E
h

λσ
+−+

= ++           (5) 

where 
2

t,iσ  is the conditional variance of 1t1t DP ++ +  given 

t,iI . 

After each period price is updated exogenously via a 

supply/demand type law as follow: 

))]OB()OB((1[PP c
t

c
t

o
t

o
tt1t −+−η+=+         (6) 

In this equation, which is common to many ASMs, tP  is 

price at t  and o
tB  and c

tO are the aggregate demand and 

supply for OTs at t , and o
tB  and c

tO  are the aggregate 

demand and supply for CTs at t , while η is a parameter. 

Large values of η  lead to large price oscillations while 

small values lead to slow price adjustments.  

2.2. Control Rule for Control Trader  

Bubble of the stock market is dangerous. How to avoid it? 

In this case, obviously, we can use some control means, such 

as increasing interest rate of bank to change to the ratio of 

investment in the bank. But can we solve it by soft control? If 

some traders can be controlled, we can design some special 

trading strategies to stabilize market. In this section, we will 

study a simple but non-trivial related problem.  

The problem we consider here is: for a group of n ordinary 

traders with initial money and shares of the stock (Mi, 0, hi, 0), 

ni1 ≤≤ , and only a control trader with (M0, 0, h0, 0), what is 

the trading strategy for CT, so that overbidding or 

underbidding can’t happen? 

Suppose the trading rules about the traders are known as 

over-mentioned. Suppose also that the state information in the 

neighborhood of the traders is observable at any time step. 

Now we propose an effective control law for CT which is 

defined as follows: 
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where fP  is the fundamental price, )1,0(∈δ  is a constant 

that measures the current price deviation. t,0b  ( t,0o ) is 

share of purchase (sale) at t for CT defined by:  
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where 0>ε  is a parameter. Large values of ε  leads to fast 

convergence while small value leads to slow convergence.  

Suppose the CT owns enough money and shares to stability 

market, then we have 
Theorem 1. Above hypothesis is satisfied, for any 

2n ≥ ,, and any initial money and shares of the stock (Mi, 
0, hi, 0), the update rule (5)-(6) and the soft control law 
defined by (7), (8), (9) will lead to stability market, i.e. 

δ≤
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Proof. 
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we discuss it as follows: If )1(PP tf δ+> , which implies that 

the market is pessimism. To active the traders, the rule (8) is 

used. Let t1t1t PP −=∆ ++ , then  
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From above, we get 01t >∆ + , which implies that t1t PP >+ . 

Because the current price will ascend with passing t, we can 

get δ≤
−

*

*

t

tf

P

PP
 for some *t . For )1(PP tf δ−< , we can get 

similar result using the same method above. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 

It’s noted that it’s necessary for CT owning enough money 

and shares, which can guarantee market stability. Though CT 

without enough money and shares can adjust the market more 
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or less, the result maybe can’t be satisfied.  

2.3. Learning Mechanism 

In this section, we consider the learning mechanism for 

ordinary traders excluding control trader. In order to 

introduce the concept of learning we consider “copycat” 

traders [21]. Copycats observe the success of different 

strategies in the neighborhood and copy the most successful 

one, updating their expectations periodically in the presence 

of new information. For example, a copycat might copy that 

trader that has the portfolio with highest observed Sharpe 

ratio, or the trader with highest daily returns over a certain 

period. 

3. Simulation Results 

In this section several simulations have been performed 
using the system. We present some results of a simulation 
of 1000 days with 50 ordinary traders and one control 
trader. In this configuration, traders are endowed with a 
fixed supply of cash and there is no addition or subtraction 
except those due to trading. We analyzed two cases first 
trading no control trader and then introducing a control 

trader in the other case. )DP(E 1t1tt,i ++ +  and 
2

t,iσ  are 

selected with three parameters 321 ,, θθθ  [22]. Table 1 is 

an example of the specification of the control parameters 
to evolve model. 

Table 1. Parameters of the artificial stock market. 

parameter Value 

Number of OTs  50 

Number of CT 1 

parameters 321 ,, θθθ  01.0,001.0,5.0 321 =θ=θ=θ  

degree of RRA λ  0.5 

Initial money supply per OT $100 

Initial money supply per CT $5000 

Shares of the stock per OT 10 

Shares of the stock per CT 100 

Interest rate (r) 0.1 

Stochastic process (Dt) )01.2,99.0(U~IID  

η  0.05 

fP , 0P  fP = 0P =7 

δ  0.3 

ε  0.05 

Number of periods 1000 days 

A typical comparison about price is shown in Figure 2. 

The price trend without CT is seen on the top (a) and adjust 

curve by introducing CT at the bottom (b). The region among 

two blue dashed lines indicates expect price limit. We can see 

from Figure 2 that soft control is an effective approach to 

reduce the price bubble. Figure 3 gives the respective return 

series. 

 

Figure 2. A typical price comparison no CT (a) and with a CT (b). 

 

Figure 3. Return series no CT (a) and with a CT (b). 

To understand the effects of soft control, we first examine 

how market volatility ( VP ) and price distortion ( DP ) change. 

The market volatility and the price distortion of a simulation 
run are defined as [23]: 

∑
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The price distortion measures the degree of price deviation 

from the fundamental price. Figure 4, which presents the 

volatility (a) and distortion (b) under different cases with 

passing trading days. The distortion on the bottom of the 

pictures shows the results obtained in the market. It is clear 

that, soft control, which can stability the stock price, is 

effective in the artificial stock market. 
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Figure 4. The volatility (a) and distortion (b) under different cases with passing trading days. 

4. Conclusion 

The microcosmic architecture of complex finance systems 

is the basic content that we concerned and studied in this 

paper. How we control or intervene in a artificial stock 

market without changing the trading rules of the existing 

traders is an important issue. The idea of soft control is used, 

and a control trader owning enough wealth is introduced to 

adjust the current price. Control strategy for CT is proposed. 

Some simulations reinforce our theory. 
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